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® RL algorithms
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® Proposition Logic
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Today

• Q-learning with function approximation

• Logic agents

• Logic language: jargon and notations

• Many examples

2(some slides borrowed from Pat Virtue and Stephanie Rosenthal)



Announcement

• Start doing HW4!

• 10+ Students got full credits in HW3’s bonus
programming question! Another ~10 got 75%!
– Good job!
– Try comparing your hand-chosen heuristics with the learned

heuristics in HW4 by Q-learning.

• We are still grading the written-part of HW3.

• Friday sessions on HW3.
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Important Reminder from the Syllabus

• Plagiarism / other academic dishonesty will not be
tolerated.

• Homeworks are individual work.
– High level discussion is allowed.
– Collaboration is not allowed.
– Sharing your work or taking existing code in public domain, e.g.,

github... are violations of academic.

• Plagiarism detection algorithms are in place.
– We were asked to report all academic dishonesty to the office of

student conduct.
– Email me in private to schedule an appointment if you feel that

there is something that you’d like to tell me about. 4



Recap: Last lecture

• Contextual Bandits
– Clinical Trial Example
– Off-Policy evaluation with Importance Sampling

• RL algorithms
– Model-based: Estimate the model, then dynamic programming
– Model-Free:

• Monte-Carlo approach.
• Temporal difference learning: MC + Dynamic Programming
• Boostrapping
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Recap: Last lecture

• Q-learning and Sarsa are still limited by that they treat
different states entirely separately.

• States share information in interesting ways. Linear
approximation of the value function is wanted.

• Q-Learning with linear function approximation.
– PACMAN example.
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Why not use an evaluation function?
A Feature-Based Representations

• Solution: describe a state using a 
vector of features (properties)
– Features are functions from states to real 

numbers (often 0/1) that capture 
important properties of the state

– Example features:
• Distance to closest ghost
• Distance to closest dot
• Number of ghosts
• 1 / (dist to dot)2

• Is Pacman in a tunnel? (0/1)
• …… etc.
• Is it the exact state on this slide?

– Can also describe a q-state (s, a) with 
features (e.g. action moves closer to 
food)
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Linear Value Functions

• Using a feature representation, we can write a q function (or 
value function) for any state using a few weights:

– Vw(s) = w1f1(s) + w2f2(s) + … + wnfn(s) 

– Qw(s,a) = w1f1(s,a) + w2f2(s,a) + … + wnfn(s,a) 

• Advantage: our experience is summed up in a few powerful 
numbers

• Disadvantage: states may share features but actually be very 
different in value! 8



Updating a linear value function

• Original Q learning rule tries to reduce prediction error at s, a:

Q(s,a) ¬ Q(s,a)  +  a × [R(s,a,s’) + γ maxa’ Q (s’,a’) - Q(s,a) ]

• Instead, we update the weights to try to reduce the error at s, a:
wi ¬ wi +  a × [R(s,a,s’) + γ maxa’ Q (s’,a’) - Q(s,a) ] ¶Qw(s,a)/¶wi

=  wi +  a × [R(s,a,s’) + γ maxa’ Q (s’,a’) - Q(s,a) ] fi(s,a)
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Updating a linear value function
• Original Q learning rule tries to reduce prediction error at s, a:

Q(s,a) ¬ Q(s,a)  +  a × [R(s,a,s’) + γ maxa’ Q (s’,a’) - Q(s,a) ]

• Instead, we update the weights to try to reduce the error at s, a:
wi ¬ wi +  a × [R(s,a,s’) + γ maxa’ Q (s’,a’) - Q(s,a) ] ¶Qw(s,a)/¶wi

=  wi +  a × [R(s,a,s’) + γ maxa’ Q (s’,a’) - Q(s,a) ] fi(s,a)

• Qualitative justification:
– Pleasant surprise: increase weights on +ve features, decrease on –ve

ones
– Unpleasant surprise: decrease weights on +ve features, increase on –

ve ones
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Q-Learning with function approximation

• Q-learning with linear Q-functions:

• Intuitive interpretation:
– Adjust weights of active features
– E.g., if something unexpectedly bad happens, blame the 

features that were on: disprefer all states with that state’s 
features

• Formal justification: online least squares (Read the textbook!)

Exact Q’s

Approximate Q’s
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PACMAN Q-Learning (Linear function approx.)
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So far, in RL algorithms

• Model-based approaches
– Estimate the MDP parameters.
– Then use policy-iterations, value iterations.

• Monte Carlo methods:
– estimating the rewards by empirical averages

• Temporal Difference methods:
– Combine Monte Carlo methods with Dynamic Programming

• Linear function approximation in Q-learning
– Similar to SGD
– Learning heuristic function

13
*Question: What is the policy class Π of interest in these methods?



Policy gradient

• Let’s not worry about states, dynamics, Q function.
– We might not even observe the true state.
– Let’s specify a class of parametrized policy and hope to compare

to the best within this class

• Objective function to maximize:

• Do SGD:

• Policy gradient theorem:
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Chapter 13

Policy Gradient Methods

In this chapter we consider something new. So far in this book almost all the methods have learned the
values of actions and then selected actions based on their estimated action values1; their policies would
not even exist without the action-value estimates. In this chapter we consider methods that instead
learn a parameterized policy that can select actions without consulting a value function. A value function
may still be used to learn the policy parameter, but is not required for action selection. We use the
notation ✓ 2 Rd

0
for the policy’s parameter vector. Thus we write ⇡(a|s, ✓) = Pr{At =a | St =s, ✓t =✓}

for the probability that action a is taken at time t given that the environment is in state s at time t
with parameter ✓. If a method uses a learned value function as well, then the value function’s weight
vector is denoted w 2 Rd as usual, as in v̂(s,w).

In this chapter we consider methods for learning the policy parameter based on the gradient of some
performance measure J(✓) with respect to the policy parameter. These methods seek to maximize
performance, so their updates approximate gradient ascent in J :

✓t+1 = ✓t + ↵ \rJ(✓t), (13.1)

where \rJ(✓t) is a stochastic estimate whose expectation approximates the gradient of the performance
measure with respect to its argument ✓t. All methods that follow this general schema we call policy
gradient methods, whether or not they also learn an approximate value function. Methods that learn
approximations to both policy and value functions are often called actor–critic methods, where ‘actor’
is a reference to the learned policy, and ‘critic’ refers to the learned value function, usually a state-value
function. First we treat the episodic case, in which performance is defined as the value of the start state
under the parameterized policy, before going on to consider the continuing case, in which performance is
defined as the average reward rate, as in Section 10.3. In the end we are able to express the algorithms
for both cases in very similar terms.

13.1 Policy Approximation and its Advantages

In policy gradient methods, the policy can be parameterized in any way, as long as ⇡(a|s, ✓) is di↵er-
entiable with respect to its parameters, that is, as long as r✓⇡(a|s, ✓) exists and is always finite. In
practice, to ensure exploration we generally require that the policy never becomes deterministic (i.e.,
that ⇡(a|s, ✓) 2 (0, 1), for all s, a, ✓). In this section we introduce the most common parameterization

1
The lone exception is the gradient bandit algorithms of Section 2.8. In fact, that section goes through many of the

same steps, in the single-state bandit case, as we go through here for full MDPs. Reviewing that section would be good

preparation for fully understanding this chapter.
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13.2 The Policy Gradient Theorem

In addition to the practical advantages of policy parameterization over "-greedy action selection, there
is also an important theoretical advantage. With continuous policy parameterization the action proba-
bilities change smoothly as a function of the learned parameter, whereas in "-greedy selection the action
probabilities may change dramatically for an arbitrarily small change in the estimated action values,
if that change results in a di↵erent action having the maximal value. Largely because of this stronger
convergence guarantees are available for policy-gradient methods than for action-value methods. In
particular, it is the continuity of the policy dependence on the parameters that enables policy-gradient
methods to approximate gradient ascent (13.1).

The episodic and continuing cases define the performance measure, J(✓), di↵erently and thus have to
be treated separately to some extent. Nevertheless, we will try to present both cases uniformly, and we
develop a notation so that the major theoretical results can be decribed with a single set of equations.

In this section we treat the episodic case, for which we define the performance measure as the value
of the start state of the episode. We can simplify the notation without losing any meaningful generality
by assuming that every episode starts in some particular (non-random) state s0. Then, in the episodic
case we define performance as

J(✓)
.
= v⇡✓ (s0), (13.4)

where v⇡✓ is the true value function for ⇡✓, the policy determined by ✓. From here on in our discussion
we will assume no discounting (� = 1) for the episodic case, although for completeness we do include
the possibility of discounting in the boxed algorithms.

With function approximation, it may seem challenging to change the policy parameter in a way that
ensures improvement. The problem is that performance depends on both the action selections and the
distribution of states in which those selections are made, and that both of these are a↵ected by the
policy parameter. Given a state, the e↵ect of the policy parameter on the actions, and thus on reward,
can be computed in a relatively straightforward way from knowledge of the parameterization. But the
e↵ect of the policy on the state distribution is a function of the environment and is typically unknown.
How can we estimate the performance gradient with respect to the policy parameter when the gradient
depends on the unknown e↵ect of policy changes on the state distribution?

Fortunately, there is an excellent theoretical answer to this challenge in the form of the policy gradient
theorem, which provides us an analytic expression for the gradient of performance with respect to the
policy parameter (which is what we need to approximate for gradient ascent (13.1)) that does not
involve the derivative of the state distribution. The policy gradient theorem establishes that

rJ(✓) /
X

s

µ(s)
X

a

q⇡(s, a)r✓⇡(a|s, ✓), (13.5)

where the gradients are column vectors of partial derivatives with respect to the components of ✓, and
⇡ denotes the policy corresponding to parameter vector ✓. The symbol / here means “proportional
to”. In the episodic case, the constant of proportionality is the average length of an episode, and in the
continuing case it is 1, so that the relationship is actually an equality. The distribution µ here (as in
Chapters 9 and 10) is the on-policy distribution under ⇡ (see page 163). The policy gradient theorem
is proved for the episodic case in the box on the next page.

<latexit sha1_base64="JrLvwP2EIT4p1SoRaROiliCkxEk=">AAACaHicbVFdi9NAFJ1k/VjbXc2uisi+DC0LLZSSiKAvwqIv4tMW7Ac0NdxMpu3QySTM3CyUGPyPvvkDfPFXOGnzoNteGOZwzv2aM3EuhUHf/+W4Jw8ePnp8+qTVPjt/+sy7uJyYrNCMj1kmMz2LwXApFB+jQMlnueaQxpJP482nWp/ecW1Epr7iNueLFFZKLAUDtFTk/QgVxBLol14YZzIx29ReZYhrjlD16QcamiKNSlNRmnwLc9Ez/YaCio72zAAst2sTlUe6VHUSfDeDYxMir+sP/V3QQxA0oEuauI28n2GSsSLlCpkEY+aBn+OiBI2CSV61wsLwHNgGVnxuoYKUm0W5M6qi15ZJ6DLT9iikO/bfihJSUy9oM1PAtbmv1eQxbV7g8v2iFCovkCu2H7QsJMWM1q7TRGjOUG4tAKaF3ZWyNWhgaP+mZU0I7j/5EEzeDAOLR2+7Nx8bO07JFemQHgnIO3JDPpNbMiaM/HbazgvnpfPH9dxX7ut9qus0Nc/Jf+F2/gLzGbpY</latexit>

*Note how this theorem is non-trivial… The first two terms
depends on 𝜋, but we did not take the gradient w.r.t. them.



Stochastic approximation in policy gradients

• Sample from running policy 𝜋
– 𝑆%, 𝐴%, 𝑅% , … , (𝑆+, 𝐴+, 𝑅+)

• Idea: Sample s, then the following is an unbiased
estimator (finite horizon episodic case)
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<latexit sha1_base64="JrLvwP2EIT4p1SoRaROiliCkxEk=">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</latexit>

TX

t=1

⇣ TX

`=t

R`

⌘r✓⇡(At|St, ✓)

⇡(At|St, ✓)
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=
TX

t=1

Gtr✓ log(⇡(At|St, ✓))
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*Show that this is an unbiased estimator of the gradient.



The REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1987)

• From Sutton and Barto Ch .13.
• Note the 𝛾. term. This is for the discounted (episodic) case
• Updating the parameter T times for each episode!
• Easy to implement easy to understand from SGD theory.
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13.3. REINFORCE: MONTE CARLO POLICY GRADIENT 271

REINFORCE, A Monte-Carlo Policy-Gradient Method (episodic)

Input: a di↵erentiable policy parameterization ⇡(a|s, ✓)
Initialize policy parameter ✓ 2 Rd

0

Repeat forever:
Generate an episode S0, A0, R1, . . . , ST�1, AT�1, RT , following ⇡(·|·, ✓)
For each step of the episode t = 0, . . . , T � 1:

G return from step t
✓  ✓ + ↵�tGr✓ ln ⇡(At|St, ✓)

Figure 13.1 shows the performance of REINFORCE, averaged over 100 runs, on the gridworld from
Example 13.1.

The vector r✓⇡(At|St,✓t)
⇡(At|St,✓t)

in the REINFORCE update is the only place the policy parameterization
appears in the algorithm. This vector has been given several names and notations in the literature;
we will refer to it simply as the eligibility vector. The eligibility vector is often written in the compact
form r✓ ln ⇡(At|St, ✓t), using the identity r ln x = rx

x
. This form is used in all the boxed pseudocode

in this chapter. In earlier examples in this chapter we considered exponential softmax policies (13.2)
with linear action preferences (13.3). For this parameterization, the eligibility vector is

r✓ ln ⇡(a|s, ✓) = x(s, a)�
X

b

⇡(b|s, ✓)x(s, b). (13.7)

As a stochastic gradient method, REINFORCE has good theoretical convergence properties. By
construction, the expected update over an episode is in the same direction as the performance gradient.2

This assures an improvement in expected performance for su�ciently small ↵, and convergence to a

2
Technically, this is only true if each episode’s updates are done o↵-line, meaning they are accumulated on the side

during the episode and only used to change ✓ by their sum at the episode’s end. However, this would probably be a

worse algorithm in practice, and its desirable theoretical properties would probably be shared by the algorithm as given

(although this has not been proved).

↵ = 2�13

↵ = 2�12

Episode
10008006004002001

-80
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G0

v⇤(s0)

↵ = 2�14

Figure 13.1: REINFORCE on the short-corridor gridworld (Example 13.1). With a good step size, the total
reward per episode approaches the optimal value of the start state.



Demo of a policy learned by Policy Gradient

Video from Andrew Ng’s group..



Alpha-Go and Alpha-Zero

• Parameterize the policy
networks with CNN

• Supervised learning
initialization

• RL using Policy gradient
• Fit Value Network (This is a

heuristic function!)
• Monte-Carlo Tree Search
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4
D5yGiYe8p4

D. Silver. Mastering the game of Go with Deep Neural Networks and Tree Search. Nature, vol. 529 issue 7587

AlphaGo models overview

Policy 
gradient

D. Silver. Mastering the game of Go with Deep Neural Networks and Tree Search. Nature, vol. 529 issue 7587

D. Silver, et al. "Mastering the game of go without human knowledge." Nature 550.7676 (2017): 354-359.



Summary of RL algorithms

• Model-based:
– Policy iteration / Value iteration
– Need to estimate the dynamics (MDP parameters)

• Model-free: (no need to “explicitly” estimate dynamics)
– TD learning: SARSA, Q-learning
– Function approximation (Share information across states)

• Absolutely model-free (do not even need an MDP model)
– Policy gradient

19



Only one topic left from the class
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Week Topic

1 Introduction and Course Overview
AI Problem Solving and Intelligent Agents

2 Machine Learning
Machine Learning

3 Probabilistic Graphical Models
Probabilistic Graphical Models

4
Search: Problem solving with search

Search: Uninformed search algorithms

5 Search: Informed search algorithms
Midterm Review

6 Midterm
Search: Minimax Search and game playing

7 RL: Markov Decision Processes
RL: Markov Decision Processes

8 RL: RL algorithms
RL: RL algorithms

9 Logic: Logical agents / Propositional Logic
Logic: First order Logic

10 Logic: Logical inference
Responsible AI: Review session

11 Final Exam. 12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

Machine Learning

Probabilistic Reasoning

Search

Reinforcement Learning

Logic

AI Overview



High-level intelligence and logical inference
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Low-level intelligence High-level intelligence

(Again this idea is adapted from Percy Liang’s teachings)

Reflex Agents Planning Agents Reasoning agents

Classification / Regression
Bandits

Search
game playing

Logic,  knowledge base
Probabilistic inference 

Machine Learning

Probabilistic Graphical Models / Deep Neural Networks

Markov Decision Processes
Reinforcement Learning



The final lecture series on “logic”

• So far:
– Reflex agents (classifiers)
– Problem solving / planning / game solving agents (Search)
– Planning meets utility-maximizing agents (MDPs)

• They can:
– Quantify uncertainty
– Make rational decisions
– Learn from experience

• What’s missing?
– Knowledge, reasoning, logical deduction
– (Arguably PGM does a bit of this, but our focus was to use PGM

for modeling the world...) 22



Why do we care?

• Minesweeper

23

• Imagine how you would solve this?

• Imagine how an RL agent would
solve this?

Knowledge Base:
• Encode the rules.
• Encode the observations so far.

What does a knowledge base do?
• TELL operation: add evidence.
• ASK operation: check if a tile has a

mine under it, or not, or
undetermined.
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Knowledge and reasoning

• We want powerful methods for 
– Representing Knowledge – general methods for representing facts 

about the world and how to act in world
– Carrying out Reasoning – general methods for deducing additional 

information and a course of action to achieve goals
– Focus on knowledge and reasoning rather than states and search

• Note that search is still critical

• This brings us to the idea of logic, but….
– How to define logic formally?
– How to represent / manipulate knowledge / inference at scale?
– How to systematically use knowledge / inference by an agent?
– What are the strengths and limitations of logical agents?



Example (1 min discussion)

• A certain country is inhabited by people who always tell 
the truth or always tell lies and who will respond only to 
yes/no questions.
A tourist comes to a fork in the road where one branch 
leads to a restaurant and one does not.

No sign indicating which branch to take, but there
is an inhabitant Mr. X standing on the road.

With a single yes/no question, can the hungry tourist ask
to find the way to the restaurant?

25



Example (cont.)

• Answer: Is exactly one of the following true:
1. you always tell the truth
2. the restaurant is to the left

• Truth Table:
X is truth teller; restaurant is to left; response
true;                        true;                        no
true;                        false;                       yes
false;                       true;                        no
false;                       false;                       yes

26



Another Example (1 min discussion)

• Bob looks at Alice.  Alice looks at George.
Bob is married.  George is unmarried.
Does a married person ever look at an unmarried one;
yes, no, cannot be determined?

27



Another Example (cont.)

• Amarried or ~Amarried
BlooksA and AlooksG

BlooksA ^ AlooksG =
BlooksA ^ AlooksG ^ Amarried or BlooksA ^ AlooksG ^ 
~Amarried

• Case 1: Amarried = true, then BlooksA ^ AlooksG ^ 
Amarried satisfies conclusion

Case 2: Amarried = false, then BlooksA ^ AlooksG ^ 
~Amarried satisfies conclusion

28



Wumpus World

• Logical Reasoning as a CSP

§ Bij = breeze felt

§ Sij = stench smelt

§ Pij = pit here

§ Wij = wumpus here

§ G = gold

http://thiagodnf.github.io/wumpus-world-simulator/

*The agent can only observe blocks that she has visited.
*Cannot observe the state directly. So cannot solve offline with search.

http://thiagodnf.github.io/wumpus-world-simulator/
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Knowledge-based agents

• A knowledge-based agent uses reasoning based on prior
and acquired knowledge in order to achieve its goals

• Two important components:
– Knowledge Base (KB) 

• Represents facts about the world (the agent’s environment)
– Fact = “sentence” in a particular knowledge representation 

language (KRL)
• KB = set of sentences in the KRL

– Inference Engine – determines what follows from the knowledge 
base (what the knowledge base entails)

• Inference / deduction
– Process for deriving new sentences from old ones

» Sound reasoning from facts to conclusions
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Knowledge Base

Inference engine

Domain specific content; facts

ASK

TELL

Domain independent algorithms; can 
deduce new facts from the KB

KB Agents
True sentences



KB Agents need to TELL, ASK with a
language and the KB needs to understand.
• How about using natural languages?

– Example from Lecture 1.
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They ate the pie with ice cream.
They ate the pie with rhubarb.

They ate the pie with paper plates.
They ate the pie with cold milk.
They ate the pie with friends.
They ate the pie with dinner.

They ate the pie with enthusiasm.
They ate the pie with spoons.
They ate the pie with napkins.

from Dr. Douglas Lenatand Dr. Michael Witbrock

Ambiguities!!!



Fundamental Concepts of Logical Language
Representation and Concepts
• Syntax

– Grammar / rules to follow for form a well-defined sentence
– 𝑥 + 𝑦 = 4 is a valid sentence in “arithmetics”, x4y+= is not.

• Semantics
– The meaning of sentences. Truth of each sentence w.r.t. each

possible world.
– Possible World 1: x=3, y=1. Possible World 2: x=1, y=1.

• Model (Possible world, a.k.a. “interpretations” in some text)
– Each model is an assignment of values to variables.
– Each model fixes the truth value of all sentences.
– If sentence 𝛼 is true in Model 𝑚, we say: Model 𝑚 satisfies

sentence 𝛼, or 𝑚 is a model of 𝛼, or 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀 𝛼 ,
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Fundamental Concepts of Logical Language
Representation and Concepts

• Entailment
– Sentence 𝛽 logically follows from Sentence 𝛼
– Denoted by 𝛼 𝛽
– 𝛼 entails 𝛽 if an only if 𝑀 𝛼 ⊆ 𝑀(𝛽)
– If all models of 𝛼 are also models of 𝛽

• Logical Inference
– The procedure of checking whether a sentence is entailed by a

given a knowledge base
– Simplest algorithm for logical inference: Model checking
– Enumerate all models in M 𝛼 , check whether they are in M 𝛽 .
– We will come back to logical inference!
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Example: Wumpus World

• Possible Models

§ P1,2 P2,2 P3,1

§ Knowledge base

• Nothing in [1,1]
• Breeze in [2,1]



Example: Wumpus World

• Possible Models

§ P1,2 P2,2 P3,1

§ Knowledge base

• Nothing in [1,1]
• Breeze in [2,1]

§ Query 𝛼%:

• No pit in [1,2]

*Question: Does KB entails 𝛼%?



Example: Wumpus World

• Possible Models

§ P1,2 P2,2 P3,1

§ Knowledge base

• Nothing in [1,1]
• Breeze in [2,1]

§ Query 𝛼<:

• No pit in [2,2]

*Question: Does KB entails 𝛼<?



Next lecture

• More on logical inference for propositional logic

• First order logic

• Read Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 of AIMA textbook.

• Start doing your HW4!
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